The Committee on Fertilizers has several projects before the Research Council, as follows:

Soil Research Institute ...................... J. G. Lipman, Chairman.
Monograph on Lime ......................... W. H. MacIntire, Chairman.
Monograph of History of Soil Development, C. F. Marbut, Chairman.

The Sub-Committee on Physiological Salt Requirements of Plants has a single major project.

The present membership of your Advisory Board is as follows:

Robert Stewart, term of office expires December, 1925.
C. V. Piper, Chairman, term of office expires December, 1924.
J. G. Lipman, term of office expires December, 1923.
J. W. Gilmore, term of office expires December, 1922.
L. E. Call, term of office expires December, 1921.

The term of Prof. L. E. Call expires December, 1921, and requires action on the part of the Society.

C. V. Piper, Chairman.

REPORT OF THE EDITOR.

The 1921 volume of the JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY has been a very satisfactory one so far as contents are concerned, but has been unsatisfactory in other ways. Insufficient funds have made necessary a restricted output, so that there has been a gradual accumulation of unpublished papers in the hands of the editor, with the result that a long interval elapses in practically every case between the date of submission of a paper and its publication. For instance, the papers presented at the special meeting of the Society in December, 1920, have not yet been published, due to the fact that sufficient other papers were on hand before that time to fill the available